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Senate Research Committee 
Monday, September 25, 2006 

1:15 - 3:00 
238A Morrill Hall 

 
 
Present: Dan Dahlberg (chair pro tem), Linda Bearinger, Arlene Carney, James Cotter, Sharon 

Danes, Donald Dengel, Stephen Ekker, Genevieve Escure, Steven Gantt, Paul Johnson, 
James Luby, Ellen McKinney, Timothy Mulcahy, Mark Paller, Federico Ponce de Leon, 
Selam Rodriguez, Thomas Schumacher, Virginia Seybold, Charles Spetland, George 
Trachte, Barbara VanDrasek, Sanford Weisberg, Jean Witson 

 
Absent: Richard Bianco, Robin Dittman 
 
Guests:  Greg Brown (Office of the General Counsel), Associate Dean George Green (Graduate 

School), Melinda Sewell (Office of the Vice President for Research), Jon Steadland 
(Office of the Board of Regents), Ed Wink (Sponsored Projects Administration) 

 
Other: none 
 
[In these minutes:  (1) U impact on openness in research nationally; (2) U acquisition of equity interests in 
start-up companies; (3) upcoming National Research Council rankings; (4) revisions to the Code of 
Conduct] 
 
 
 
1. Openness in Research 
 
 Professor Dahlberg convened the meeting at 1:20, explained that Professor Ruggles was away at 
NIH, and turned to Vice President Mulcahy to explain a new policy on University acquisition of equity 
interests in start-up companies.   
 

Before getting to that matter, however, Dr. Mulcahy said he wished to make an announcement 
that it is important the Committee hear.  One University faculty member had an opportunity to be a 
subcontractor for a Department of Defense contractor; the contract excluded non-US residents unless 
specifically approved by the government.  This Committee, on the advice of its Subcommittee on 
Openness in Research, recommended that an exception (to the Regents' Policy on Openness in Research, 
which now covers restrictions on participation in research) be granted, but with conditions:  one, that the 
University take a leadership role nationally in getting a change in policy, and two, that the exception 
would apply only to Phase I of the STTR grant .  Last week, due to tremendous work on the part of Mark 
Bohnhorst in the General Counsel's office and with help from the contractor, the Department of Defense 
agreed to waive the approval requirement for this agreement and accept only notice of non-US citizens 
working on projects. The DoD informed the prime contractor that it will use the language negotiated with 
University for all future contracts nation-wide.  There has been a sea change at the national level—and it 
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is being recognized by various groups across the country as a success because of University of Minnesota 
efforts.  Dr. Mulcahy congratulated the Committee as a partner in getting the change accomplished. 
 
2. Acquiring Equity Interests in Technology Licensees 
 
 Dr. Mulcahy then turned to a policy coming to the Board of Regents that would allow the 
University to hold a controlling interest in start-up companies that are based on University technologies.  
There is a promising new technology to treat macular degeneration developed by two faculty members; 
the Office of Patents and Technology Marketing recommended that the University invest in the 
technology because the company had little money; the University accepted equity in place of funds from 
granting a license.  Because it is important that the University work with the company, the University also 
has a seat on the Board of Directors.   
 
 As there is more and more money invested in the company, the University's share becomes 
diluted and it soon will not have a controlling interest.  In July the Board of Regents approved this 
arrangement on a one-time basis and asked for a policy to cover future situations; he is bringing the draft 
policy to the Committee today for review.  It allows the University to exercise the right to have a 
controlling interest and a seat on the Board of Directors of start-up companies based on University-owned 
intellectual property. 
 
 In order to fulfill expectations, anyone appointed to the Board of Directors from the University 
must be a University employee, Dr. Mulcahy said.  The individual must also "have demonstrated 
experience and competence in technology commercialization and in the creation, management, and 
capitalization of early-state companies."  This will mean that the person will usually come from the Office 
of Business Development.   
 
 There are limits on the University's acquisition of a controlling equity interest.  When the 
company is publicly-traded, University employees cannot be prohibited from investing in the company; 
when it is privately-held, University administrators (including Office of Business Development 
employees) may not invest in the company; individual and institutional conflict of interest policies apply; 
and the University will sell its securities "as soon as lawful and practical."  The appointment to the Board 
of Directors ends either when the company becomes publicly-traded or it goes out of business.  There is 
no obligation to the University from the company nor does the University invest in the company or loan it 
money (except as is permitted through the standard loan program).  The upshot is that there is no 
University risk but it allows the University to be sure the company is on track. 
 
 In the past, the University has been passive about start-ups; it just let them go and survive or not.  
This is a more aggressive stance and allows the University to invest when the potential is high, which 
reassures potential investors that the University stands behind the technology, Dr. Mulcahy told the 
Committee.  It is a new tool and would be used rarely, he said, but there needs to be a policy so each case 
does not have to be heard by the Board of Regents. 
 
 Professor Ekker said that the Office of Technology Transfer already has a huge caseload.  There 
are faculty entrepreneurs with the same experience who could also be tapped to serve on a Board of 
Directors, people who would have no connection to the technology at hand.  Those faculty could provide 
the University's oversight and might be more neutral that technology transfer people (who might be 
committed to seeing the start-up do well).  There is nothing in the policy that precludes appointing faculty 
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members, Dr. Mulcahy said.  The individuals would most likely come from the Office of Business 
Development, not Patents and Technology Marketing.  He agreed that sometimes faculty might play a 
very useful role.   
 
 Ms. Witson asked, apropos this being a rare event, if the policy indicates how a decision will be 
made about when the University will take an equity interest in start-up companies.  It does not, Dr. 
Mulcahy said; that will be a judgment call.  The University's target is to spin-off five companies per year, 
so only five would be eligible, and most of them would not qualify.  It would be a rare event, he repeated. 
 
 Professor Dahlberg said he had a similar question:  this is a University investment; how is the 
decision made?  Vice President Mulcahy pointed out that there is no cash investment from the University, 
typically.  The University has intellectual property of some value; a start-up company does not have the 
cash to purchase a license, so the University, in exchange for cash, takes a risk on taking equity in the 
company.  If it pays off, the return will probably be more money than if it had sold the license; if it fails, 
the University has not lost any money and the intellectual property comes back to the University.  There 
is no intention to put University money in the companies.  There will be internal assessments by staff with 
experience; he will also insist on outside advice as well, Dr. Mulcahy said.  There is a modest risk:  the 
University loses the opportunity with another licensee, but the intent is to put the University's effort 
behind a successful company. 
 
 Professor Luby asked if experts advise the University in terms of valuing the size of the its equity 
position.  Dr. Mulcahy answered affirmatively and elaborated a little.  The University will be in a strong 
position at the beginning of a start-up to negotiate for a large equity stake—and this is important because 
the University share, financially and in terms of influence through the board of directors, will gradually 
diminish as other investors buy in.  So the stronger the University's position can be at the start, the better 
off it will be when it comes time to liquidate its equity. 
 
            Is it standard that the University be required to sell its interest in the company, Professor Weisberg 
asked?  It is, Dr. Mulcahy said, in order to avoid a conflict of interest.  It is Asset Management policy that 
the University must sell its holdings within three years after  the shares may legally be sold to the general 
investing public, Mr. Brown said.  It must segregate investment decisions from research decisions and the 
University does not try to second-guess the market in terms of holding or selling equity.  Dr. Sewell 
pointed out, however, that the University may use an outside firm to decide the best time to sell its equity. 
 
 In the case of Net Perceptions, Professor Ekker said, the University sold 100% of its interest 
when it could—an action the investor community saw as a sign of no confidence, which sent the stock 
way down.  The University must publicize the fact that it is not selling because it lacks confidence but 
because it is the way it avoids conflicts of interest.  It makes sense for the University to divest when it 
can, but it must also deal with the perceptions.  Dr. Mulcahy agreed.   
 
 Professor Bearinger commented that there is a benefit to the University for having a reputation of 
developing successful products.  Are there any other policies in place that allow the University to 
continue to acknowledge development of the product even after it has divested from the company?  Dr. 
Mulcahy said the University already does that and cites developments from years ago (e.g., taconite).  He 
agrees that these successes have value for the reputation of the University.  There is no point at which the 
company has no responsibility to acknowledge the University, Professor Bearinger asked?  Many 
companies use their affiliation with the University as a positive point (although in a few cases the 
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relationship may deteriorate), Dr. Mulcahy said.  Dr. Paller observed that the University's license 
continues after divestiture as well.  Dr. Mulcahy agreed and added that any royalties from selling the 
equity will be distributed according to the provision of policy on royalties.   
 
            Is the University expanding its potential liability because of the licensee, Mr. Schumacher asked?  
Such as might arise from an unsafe product or unhappy shareholders?  Mr. Brown explained that when 
the University is a controlling shareholder, it is legally responsible if it exercises its authority in such a 
way that it overrides company decision-making.  There are controls in the policy to ensure that the 
University does not overstep that line when exercising its authority.  When the University has a voting 
member of the Board of Directors, that person is subject to liability, so the University insists that there be 
insurance protecting the person.  The person must also step down when the company becomes publicly-
held and must recuse himself/herself from any transactions that affect the University.  The individual on 
the Board of Directors is also protected by the University's defense and indemnification policy when 
acting within the scope of his or her employment.  But there may be liability both to the University if it 
acts inappropriately as a controlling shareholder and to the University-appointed board member who 
breaches his/her fiduciary obligations and duties to the company, Mr. Brown concluded. 
 
 Dr. Mulcahy said that his office will take the Committee's comments into account as it reviews 
the policy.  Professor Dahlberg thanked him for bringing it to the Committee. 
 
3. Upcoming National Research Council Rankings 
 
            Professor Dahlberg now welcomed Associate Dean Green to the meeting to discuss the upcoming 
National Research Council (NRC) survey of doctoral programs. 
  
            Dean Green distributed two pages of handouts, one of which provided a brief overview of the 
NRC survey and how the University is preparing materials for it; the other was a copy from The National 
Academies website on ranking and rating doctoral programs.  The overview included the following: 
  
--          The University has 74 Ph.D. programs participating in the NRC survey; 15 are out of scope for 
the survey and 7 are too small to qualify. 
  
--          There are four questionnaires to be returned to the data collector: 
 

Institutional:  health benefits, collective bargaining for GAs, new Ph.D. programs since 1995, and 
other demographic information. 

 
Program: faculty lists, enrollment and degree completion, doctoral program characteristics, 
financial support for students, and post-docs. 
 
Faculty:  fields and subfields of specialization, prior education/employment, books authored, 
grant funding, etc. 
 
ABD Students:  only in five fields; this is a pilot and the results will not be public; they are 
determining if they can obtain information to shed light on the status and progress of these 
students (they must be active ABD students), and the quality of their educational experience. 
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The University has sent the list of its programs in the NRC taxonomy and will soon send the 
faculty lists for the 74 programs.  That will lead the contractor to send each faculty member an ID and 
password which are used to complete the faculty questionnaire.  The University will pre-populate the 
survey answers with data it has centrally (e.g., faculty will not be expected to remember how many 
advisees they have had in the last X years).  The main function of the faculty survey will NOT be to 
measure research productivity but to use CVs to verify that Professor X at the University of Y is the one 
who published a certain book, and not Professor Z at another university.  The research and other data for 
the NRC survey will come from rankings by a sample of faculty in the field (they are seeking a minimum 
of 100 raters per program) and research productivity measures (journal and book publications, citation 
indices, federal grants, awards and honors in the discipline).  It is important that faculty respond to the 
questionnaire, Dean Green emphasized, and the President and Provost will emphasize its importance as 
well.  The survey will set qualitative benchmarks for graduate programs, be used in reforming Ph.D. 
education, and used for the allocation of funds within universities; it is an important enterprise and 
important that the University do as well as it can. 
  
            Dr. Van Drasek said there appears to be nothing on Ph.D. placement.  Dean Green said that 
information is requested on the faculty questionnaire:  the faculty are asked to name their Ph.D. advisees 
in the last five years and where they are employed.   
  
            Are each of the 74 programs at the University compared to other programs in the same field, 
Professor Bearinger asked?  They are, Dean Green said.  The NRC will publish a lot of composite 
demographic data (nothing on individuals) on universities and programs.   
  
  In the past, department heads also received questionnaires and were asked to rank departments on 
perceived quality, Professor Dahlberg noted.  A random sample of all faculty who receive the faculty 
questionnaire will be asked if they are willing to rate other programs.  If they agree, they will be in the 
pool of those to be selected.  If they are selected, they will receive information about the other programs 
in their field and asked to rank them (and as noted, they are trying for 100 raters in each field).  The last 
time the results of the rankings were the main measure of reputation—but it was said they were too 
subjective.  This time the peer rankings will be regressed against objective variables (books, journal 
articles, citations, grant dollars per faculty member) to see how much weight should be put on each 
variable, which will vary by field.  The rankings will not be published in simple numerical sequence but 
only in ranges within each NRC field, and NRC hopes they will not be used as heavily and simplistically 
as they were in the past. 
  
            Professor Escure asked if the scope of the survey of programs would be targeted to science, 
engineering, and medical programs.  It will not, Dean Green said; much of CLA will be included.  The 
survey does not include professional fields, although it is unclear why some programs are included 
(nursing) but others are not (social work, speech/language/hearing science).  The only programs in 
Education and Human Development included are Kinesiology and Child Psychology; management is not 
included nor is architecture.   
  
            Professor Bearinger asked if NRC was identifying the indices it would be using; Dean Green said 
it has not and may be open to suggestion.  The arts community, for example, has been active in saying 
that there are not good indices in the arts.  If someone has suggestions, he said, they should send them to 
him to pass along to NRC staff. 
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            Will there be confusion about how well the University's programs align with the NRC taxonomy, 
Dr. Mulcahy asked?  Dean Green said that on the whole the alignment is pretty easy for the University; 
about 95% of the programs fell into obvious spots.  Some are borderline, and in those cases he has 
worked with the programs themselves to identify the best place in the taxonomy for them.  Some 
institutions have more problems.  Without meaning to sound cynical, but acknowledging reality, Dr. 
Mulcahy asked if some institutional evaluation of where the University would look best when a program 
is deciding where it should be?  Dean Green said he has assumed the people in the programs look at this; 
he did not.  Some institutions look at where they will get the best rankings, Dr. Mulcahy observed.  
  
            Dr. Van Drasek asked about the timeline.  Dean Green said that NRC is struggling because many 
around the country are trying to get the rules changed.  Faculty will probably receive their questionnaires 
in November, a month later than originally planned, but NRC appears determined to stick to its schedule 
and have data in December and faculty evaluations in the winter.  The final report will likely come out in 
December, 2007, or early in 2008. 
 
 Vice President Mulcahy asked about the extent, if any, that the University's rankings will depend 
on the faculty response rate to the questionnaire.  Dean Green said that if the response rate is not high, 
with CVs attached, the University loses the chance to get credit for research its faculty have conducted.  A 
lot of faculty believe that CVs will be the source of information on research, but that is not true.  NRC 
will rely on national sources for that; the CVs will be used to confirm authorship.  Does this mean that 
faculty should submit full CVs, Dr. VanDrasek asked?  NRC is only interested in the last five years, Dean 
Green said, but faculty should include more than that.  It is also interested in grant history.    
 
 Professor Weisberg said that the rankings and ratings will be arbitrary and one can argue  
that by varying the weighting any ranking is possible.  Dean Green said that assumes that there is some 
perfect ranking system and this one deviates from it.  Some of the rankings in 1995 were absurd, 
Professor Weisberg said, and he cited examples of programs.  Dean Green said the NRC recognizes that 
happens with subjective evaluations:  there is a halo effect, which is why they are not going to rely as 
heavily on them this time.  No one who knows about rankings would say that there is anything even close 
to as good as the NRC rankings; they are vastly better than the US News & World Report rankings. 
   

Should there be a "heads up" to faculty when the questionnaire to faculty goes out, Professor 
Seybold asked?  That is part of the plan, Dean Green said:  an early message and a follow-up.  Will they 
know who to pester, Professor Dahlberg asked?  [Dean Green thought the University would receive a list 
of those who have not responded, but later learned from the NRC that because of privacy laws, NRC will 
not be able to send individual names, only the percentage in each program who has sent in faculty 
questionnaires.] 
  
 Professor Bearinger said she looked at the list of faculty in her unit who should and should not be 
on; about 25 names were incorrect.  Dean Green recalled that there have been dead people on the lists.  
They started with the active graduate faculty in each program, which the Graduate School keeps updated; 
emeritus faculty who have taught or advised in the last three years are also eligible, so they have provided 
the names of emeritus faculty and asked if they should be included.  Emeritus faculty can be valuable for 
capturing recognition and some may still be doing research.  They are relying on the Directors of 
Graduate Study to correct the lists.  A department could have a Regents Professor who has had no 
advisees for five years; that person could not be listed.  It could also have a faculty member who has 
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advised students but published nothing for years; that person must be listed.  But they are trying not to 
game the system, Dean Green concluded. 
 
 Professor Dahlberg thanked Dean Green for his presentation. 
 
4. Revisions to the Code of Conduct 
 
 Now Professor Dahlberg asked Mr. Schumacher to review the proposed changes in the Code of 
Conduct. 
 
 Mr. Schumacher distributed three handouts:  a report to the Board of Regents about the Code of 
Conduct, which governs all faculty and staff; the current draft of the policy; and a policy "crosswalk" that 
compared Code language with the University's 450 policies and rules in order to try to be sure it is 
consistent with all of them. 
 
 The current code was written in 1996 and it responded to NIH concerns in order to get the 
University off exceptional status.  It is very detailed and uses research-heavy language and does not 
capture the faculty-staff employee base.  The revised code tries to identify the core expectations of 
behavior of the University's workforce, so it has a much higher scope and level of generality.  The code 
reflects Board of Regents policies but it does not create any rights or duties—it is not a document upon 
which employee discipline may be based—and it is aspirational.  Almost every point in the code, 
however, is based on a Regents' policy that CAN be used for disciplinary purposes.  For example, the 
admonition to "Be Fair and Respectful to Others" is not language that can be used for disciplinary 
purposes, but there are policies that can be. 
 
 One provision of the draft, "Ethically Conduct Teaching and Research," captures much of what 
was in the previous (existing) code.  The draft reads as follows: 
 

Subd. 7.  Ethically Conduct Teaching and Research.  University researchers have an ethical 
obligation to the University and to the larger global community as they seek knowledge and 
understanding.  Community members are expected to: 
-- propose, conduct and report research with integrity and honesty; 
-- protect people and humanely treat animals involved in research or teaching; 
-- learn, follow, and demonstrate accountability for sponsor and other applicable 

requirements; 
-- faithfully transmit research findings; 
-- protect rights to individual and University intellectual property; 
-- ensure originality of work, provide credit for the ideas of others upon which their work is 

built, and be responsible for the accuracy and fairness of information published; and 
-- fairly assign authorship credit on the basis of an appropriate array of significant 

intellectual inputs, including consideration of contributions to: conception, design, and 
performance; analysis and interpretation; manuscript preparation and critical editing for 
intellectual content. 

 
For example, this means that authorship should be real and that one was involved in the drafting.  Mr. 
Schumacher said, however, that it would be helpful to have Committee members clarify this language. 
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 The provision of the draft dealing with academic freedom and responsibility aligns with existing 
Regents' policy as well: 
 
 Subd. 6.  Preserve Academic Freedom and Meet Academic Duties.  Academic freedom is 
essential to achieving the University’s mission.  Community members are expected to: 

-- promote academic freedom, including the freedom to discuss all relevant matters in the 
classroom, to explore all avenues of scholarship, research, and creative expression, and to 
speak or write as a public citizen without institutional restraint or discipline; and 

-- meet academic responsibilities, including faithful performance of academic duties and 
obligations, recognition of the demands of the scholarly enterprise, and candor to make it 
clear when the individual is not speaking for the institution. 

 
The second bullet drops from the Regents' policy the phrase "on matters of public interest" 

because the University wants everyone to be clear when they are speaking with the institutional 
imprimatur and when as a private citizen.   

 
Mr. Schumacher said he has struggled with the definition of the phrase "demands of the scholarly 

enterprise."  There are 31,000 people who work at the University and he wants to be sure the code covers 
everyone.  What does this mean? 

 
Professor Dahlberg asked if this item is for information or is Committee action expected?  Mr. 

Schumacher said it is for information but that he wants to hear concerns and problems people may have.  
In particular he would like help with authorship and academic responsibility. 

 
Professor Dahlberg said, apropos authorship, that the code does not address the issue of authors 

who published jointly but who relied on fake data from one of them; this brings up the issue of the 
responsibilities of all the authors.  Mr. Schumacher said that the sixth bullet of Subd. 7 speaks to that 
issue.  Dr. Mulcahy said the question raises a matter that falls into a controversial and cloudy area.  There 
are journals that require authors to take responsibility for the data that are published, but there is no way 
anyone can be responsible for data that someone else submitted.  The issue is not clear nor is it clear that 
the code should be definitive, because the situation could change.  There are no standards, or emerging 
standards, which often do not translate from one field to another.  He said he hoped people would exercise 
good judgment. 

 
Mr. Schumacher said he would like the code to show the other 88% of the workforce how serious 

the faculty are about academic responsibility, and it needs a level of simplicity and directness similar to 
the rest of the code.  He invited suggestions for language.  He said he did not know what "demands of the 
scholarly enterprise" meant.  He has relied on the book Academic Duty, and its chapter titles suggest the 
dimensions of academic work; he does not need a laundry list, but it would helpful to know what those 
expectations are.  He said that he is, as compliance officer, loathe to define the "demands of the scholarly 
enterprise."  Several Committee members said they also did not know what the phrase meant.  [It was 
noted that the language of the academic freedom and responsibility language quoted in the revised code 
language, drawn from the Regents' policy, was written by now-retired Regents Professor Rutherford 
(Gus) Aris, approved by the Faculty Consultative Committee and the Board of Regents.] 

 
The point is to have academic freedom and academic responsibility in the code, Mr. Schumacher 

said.  The academic freedom language is bold while the academic responsibility language is more vague.  
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The Regents will look to the faculty and will ask him what the faculty believe on this point.  He said he 
appreciated the report of the Task Force on Academic Freedom, which talks about self-regulation, self-
governance, and checks and balances.  It is important that the code language be understandable.  

 
Mr. Schumacher promised to return to the Committee with any amended language he develops.  

It was agreed that the language of Subd. 6 and 7 would be circulated to Committee members with a 
request that they think about alternatives that might be clearer.   

 
Professor Dahlberg thanked Mr. Schumacher for his report and adjourned the meeting at 2:50.   
 
     -- Gary Engstrand 

 
University of Minnesota 


